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The Bi-Elliptical Deformable Contour
and Its Application to Automated Tongue
Segmentation in Chinese Medicine
Bo Pang, David Zhang*, Senior Member, IEEE, and Kuanquan Wang, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Automated tongue image segmentation, in Chinese
medicine, is difficult due to two special factors: 1) there are many
pathological details on the surface of the tongue, which have a
large influence on edge extraction; 2) the shapes of the tongue
bodies captured from various persons (with different diseases) are
quite different, so they are impossible to describe properly using
a predefined deformable template. To address these problems, in
this paper, we propose an original technique that is based on a
combination of a bi-elliptical deformable template (BEDT) and an
active contour model, namely the bi-elliptical deformable contour
(BEDC). The BEDT captures gross shape features by using the
steepest decent method on its energy function in the parameter
space. The BEDC is derived from the BEDT by substituting tem-
plate forces for classical internal forces, and can deform to fit local
details. Our algorithm features fully automatic interpretation of
tongue images and a consistent combination of global and local
controls via the template force. We apply the BEDC to a large set
of clinical tongue images and present experimental results.
Index Terms—Chinese medicine, deformable templates, medical
biometrics, snakes, tongue image segmentation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Automatic Tongue Diagnosis System
TRADITIONAL CHINESE MEDICINE (TCM) has a his-tory of thousands of years and its practitioners have accu-
mulated very rich practical experiences in diagnostic methods.
Tongue diagnosis [13] is one of the most important and widely
used diagnostic methods in Chinese medicine. This method is
also very valuable in clinical applications and self-diagnosis.
The beauty of tongue diagnosis lies in its simplicity and imme-
diacy. Whenever there is a complex disorder full of contradic-
tions, examination of the tongue can often quickly clarify the
main pathological processes. The color of the tongue body al-
most always reflects the true condition of the patient, especially
in terms of the eight principles that are used in the identifica-
tion of patterns. In addition, the tongue’s appearance is a most
useful gauge for monitoring the improvement or deterioration
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of a biometrics-based automatic tongue diagnosis system in
TCM.
of a patient’s condition. Moreover, tongue diagnosis is one of
a few existing diagnostic techniques that are in accord with the
most promising diagnostic directions pursued in the 21st cen-
tury: no pain and no injury.
Nowadays, increasingly powerful computer processors have
made it possible to develop an automated tongue diagnosis
system that is based on image processing and pattern recogni-
tion. In addition, biometrics, as a technology that uses human
being’s unique features to identify or verify persons [15], can
be conveniently used in tongue diagnosis provided the tongue’s
appearance is viewed as a physical or behavioral feature and
the patient’s corresponding disorder is regarded as the “iden-
tity.” Therefore, we introduce modern biometrics techniques
to traditional tongue diagnosis and develop a biometrics-based
automatic tongue diagnosis system, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
B. Difficulties in Automatic Tongue Segmentation
Tongue images can be captured by using a specific set of
image acquisition devices, including an advanced kernel camera
and its corresponding lighting system. A tongue image sample
obtained using our device is shown in Fig. 2(a). Clearly, be-
fore the process of tongue classification, an exact region of the
tongue must be extracted from an image, which almost always
includes lips, part of the face or the teeth. Due to the fragmentary
weakness of the tongue’s edge and the pathological details on
the surface of the tongue, however, traditional low-level image
processing techniques, such as region growing and general edge
detection, fail to segment the tongue from its surroundings, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). The reason for this failure is that those
methods do not take the shape property into account, which is
an essential feature in such a task.
A model-based segmentation scheme, used in concert with
image preprocessing, can overcome many of these limitations,
0278-0062/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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Fig. 2. A tongue image sample in our database and the image-enhancing result.
(a) A tongue image from a patient suffering pancreatitis, and (b) its enhanced
result using Sobel operator.
but such a scheme is not a panacea. Due to shape deformation
and variation within object classes, the use of rigid templates,
a typical model-based method, cannot produce satisfactory re-
sults in general. This realization has led to the use of deformable
shape models in image segmentation.
Among model-based techniques, deformable models [18]
offer a unique and powerful approach to image analysis that
combines geometry, physics and approximation theory. They
exploit (bottom-up) constraints derived from the image data
together with (top-down) a priori knowledge about the location,
size and shape of these structures. Deformable models are ca-
pable of accommodating the significant variability of biological
structures over time and across different individuals.
Active contour models (ACM) or Snakes [1], as one of the
most important classes of deformable shape models, are a so-
phisticated method for contour extraction and image interpreta-
tion. They advocate the view that the presence of an edge de-
pends not only on the gradient at a specific point, but also on
the spatial distribution. Snakes incorporate this global view of
edge detection by assessing continuity and curvature combined
with the local strength of an edge. The principal advantage of
this approach over other feature extraction techniques is the in-
tegration of image data, an initial estimate of the contour, the
desired contour properties and knowledge-based constraints in
a single extraction process.
Although powerful and effective, the original ACM tech-
niques have their intrinsic limits. Firstly, as a method tailored
to semi-automatic applications, the initial contour of the ACM
must, in general, be close to the true boundary or it will likely
converge to an incorrect result. Secondly, during deformation,
two undesirable effects may occur: shrinking of the contours of
closed models due to the internal forces, and clustering or gath-
ering of vertices in the corners of a model due to the external
forces. Thirdly, in the presence of noise, ACM will find a lot
of spurious edges; in other words, the flexibility of the active
contours becomes a drawback. Finally, ACM uses only the
information from its local surroundings, and the information
about the global shape is missing. Several methods [2]–[6],
[23]–[26] have been proposed to address these problems, but
they can compromise other aspects of performance.
The deformable template (DT) [7]–[10], [16]–[22] matching
scheme, on the other hand, provides an appealing solution to
the segmentation tasks because of its capability to model an
overall shape while accommodating shape variations. These
deformable templates are specified by a set of parameters
that enable a priori knowledge about the expected shape of
the features to guide the detection process. The templates are
flexible enough to be able to change their size, position and
orientation, so as to match themselves to the image data. The
inclusion of object-specific knowledge in a model enables the
template-based method to be much more robust to occlusion
and noise with respect to local deformable models, such as
snakes. However, these global templates can neither exercise
local control along the contour nor represent local distortion,
which results in the loss of possibly meaningful details, such
as tooth-marks along the rim of the body of the tongue that
are used in TCM applications.
Deformable models based on superquadrics [27], [28] are
another example of deformable shape template that can de-
form both locally and globally by incorporating the global
shape parameters of a superellipsoid with the local degrees
of freedom of a membrane spline in a Lagrangian dynamics
formulation. The model’s (six) global deformation degrees of
freedom capture gross shape features from visual data, while
the local deformation parameters reconstruct the details of
complex shapes that the global abstraction misses. As a gen-
eral-purpose model, however, the deformable superquadrics
seems too symmetric to represent tongue shapes that usually
take on a shape of “wider upside (the root of the tongue) and
narrower downside (the tip of the tongue)”.
Cootes et al. [16] presented a statistically based technique
for building deformable shape templates and used these models
to segment various organs from medical images. The statistical
parameterization provides global shape constraints and allows
the model to deform only in ways implied by the training
set. The shape models represent objects by sets of landmark
points which are placed manually in the same way on an
object boundary in each input image. Whereas the idea of
restricted elastic deformation of an average shape model is
very promising, the parameterization of shapes by displace-
ment of corresponding points on their contours is not a con-
venient technique, especially for large training sets. Staib and
Duncan [29] cast the shape representation in the elliptic Fourier
parameterization framework with probability distributions de-
fined on the parameters of the representation, which biased the
model toward an expected range of shapes. Boundary finding
was formulated as an optimization problem using a maximum
a posteriori objective function. Szekely et al. [30] combined
the power of Fourier parameterization with statistical modal
analysis. They propose Fourier snakes, which are represented
by a parameter vector describing the mean contour and by a
set of eigenmodes of the parameters characterizing the shape
variation. An elastic fit of the mean model in the subspace
of eigenmodes restricts possible deformations. Basically, the
assumption underlying these approaches is that at some repre-
sentational level, biological structures have a similar topology
and differ only in shape details. It is, however, far from the
case for tongue representation, since the tongue is a flexible
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organ that usually takes on greatly variability of shape over
time and across different individuals. Moreover, the Fourier
Snakes still requires manual displacement of albeit a small
set of stable landmarks for each image under analysis, i.e., it
is an interactive methodology.
In this paper, we combine DT with ACM to solve these prob-
lems. First, a deformable template consisting of a double ellipse
(bielliptical model) is proposed to model a tongue, which gives
a rough description of the shape of the tongue body. This model
interacts with the edge map, which is a preprocessed result ob-
tained by convoluting the source image with an image-enhance-
ment filter, in a dynamic manner by changing its parameters to
alter the position, orientation, size and other properties until the
minimum of a predefined energy function is reached. Energy
minimization is accomplished directly in the space of the pa-
rameters that are used to describe the bielliptical model. Then,
the contour of the deformed model is properly sampled to ob-
tain the best initial snake (from the fully automatic initializa-
tion point of view), called the Bielliptical Deformable Contour
(BEDC). Different from the conventional snakes, the BEDC
uses a brand-new term, called the template force, to replace the
internal force. The main advantages of using the template force
are: 1) it can drive the model to deform locally to represent the
details while maintaining a consideration for the global shape,
and 2) the template force, by its nature, provides an effective so-
lution to undesirable deformation effects of traditional snakes,
like shrinking and clustering. Finally, the BEDC can interpret
tongue images in a totally automatic manner, which is essential
to the automatic tongue diagnosis system.
II. BI-ELLIPTICAL DEFORMABLE TEMPLATE FOR THE TONGUE
A. Definitions and Notations
In geometry, an ellipse is defined as a curve in a plane, which
is composed of all points that have an equal total distance from
two fixed points, termed the focuses (or foci). From this point of
view, a circle can be viewed as a specific case of an ellipse with
two superposed focuses. Therefore, an ellipse can be intuitively
viewed as a circle that has been inflated or compressed by a ratio
of or , respectively, along the horizontal or vertical axis,
as shown in Fig. 3. This relationship can be directly derived from
the regular equation of an ellipse as follows:
(1)
Then, multiplying both sides by , we get
(2)
which can be viewed as the equation of a circle in an uneven
space that is being stretched or contracted vertically (i.e., -axis
direction) by . Thus, for each ellipse there is a corresponding
circle, called a root circle, from which the ellipse originates.
From this perspective, a root circle can be used to derive a se-
quence of ellipses by changing the ratio of compression or infla-
tion along its two axes. Hereinafter, we use capital characters,
Fig. 3. Bi-elliptical tongue template (BEDT, drawn with a bold line)
interpreted from the geometry point of view; and its root circle (with a thin
line). B ;B (i = 1; 2; . . . ; 2N) indicate nodes sampled on the boundary of
the BEDT and their corresponding points on the root circle.
such as “ ” and “ ,” to denote nodes on an elliptical segment,
and marked capital characters, such as “ ” and “ ,” to denote
points on the corresponding root circle.
B. The Tongue Template
Making use of the above-mentioned description of an el-
lipse, we present a specific deformable template for the tongue
body, called Bi-Elliptical Deformable Template (BEDT, drawn
with a bold line in Fig. 3). It is composed of two elliptical
segments—the upper semi-ellipse and lower semi-ellipse,
corresponding to the upper and lower boundary of the tongue
body, respectively. Both of these segments have an identical
root circle, namely circle, , shown in Fig. 3, but they have
different ratios: for the upper arc and for the lower
arc. Depending on the introduction of the root circle, the six
parameters used to describe the template are defined as follows:
— The coordinates of the template center, , as the
center of its root circle, namely point .
— The length of the template radius, , as the radius of its
root circle.
— The ratios, , as measurements of the lengths of the
two vertical axes to .
— The angle, , as the template orientations that are repre-
sented. (For a better representation of the template, we use
an oblique vertical axis of the coordinate system in Fig. 3.)
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Using these parameters, each point, , on the top arc of
the template can be represented as
(3)
and each point, , on the bottom boundary of the tem-
plate can be represented as
(4)
where is the angle between and the positive direction of the
horizontal axis, and is the rotation matrix
(5)
The six parameters are placed together in a vector,
, which can be updated over time by mini-
mizing an energy function that is defined later.
C. Energy Function for the Tongue Template
We now define the potential energy for the BEDT, which is
a function of its parameter vector. The minimum of the energy
function corresponds to the best fit with the interested features,
namely the edges in our application. The parameters of the tem-
plate can be updated by some rules. This corresponds to fol-
lowing a certain path in the parameter space of the model.
Different from the one used with a snake, such an energy-
minimizing framework has the positive effect of constraining
the motion of every single point on a curve, in each iteration,
to the motion of all the other points. The direct consequence is
an improvement in the global behavior of the model, where the
motion of every single point on a curve is only linked to that of
adjacent points and to the local forces arising from the image.
Generally, the energy functions of a model can be divided
into two parts: the internal energy and the external energy. The
internal energy function stores a priori information about the
feature to be extracted, which will take no effect here since the
deformation is performed in the parameter space. The external
energy function is chosen so that it has its minima on the high
contrast regions in the image. Because edges consist of points
with high contrast values, the energy will be minimal on those
points. Given a gray-level image, , the external energy
function of the tongue template is given by the following
relationship:
(6)
where is a two-dimensional Gaussian function with standard
deviation is the gradient operator, and is the external
force field. It is easy to see from these definitions that larger
values of will cause the boundaries to become blurrier. Such
large values are often necessary, however, to increase the cap-
turable range of the template and reduce noise as well.
The external energy term can also be written as a function of
the parameter values (regardless of the orientation parameter)
as follows:
(7)
where and correspond to the arc length of the upper and
lower elliptical curves, respectively. Note that scale indepen-
dence is achieved by dividing the curvilinear integrals by the
arc length.
The parameters of the deformable template are computed
over time by minimizing the energy function, , by applying
the Euler-Lagrange equations. In other words, the minimization
is done by using the steepest descent method on the energy
function in the parameter space. Thus, the update rule of the
parameter vector, , is given by
(8)
To set up an iterative solution, let the curve be sampled on the
variable, , as follows:
(9)
It should be noted that is the sample step on the root circle of
the template. Then, the external energy computed on the set of
nodes ( , shown in Fig. 3) can be written as
(10)
Similarly, (7) can be rewritten as follows:
(11)
Equation (8) evaluated on the set of nodes is
(12)
where .
To compute the time derivatives and the partial derivatives
of along the curve, let the index correspond to , and
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the time step for each iteration be . Then, the required partial
derivatives can be approximated as
(13)
The derivatives and can be obtained from (3)
and (4), respectively. Finally, these equations give our iterative
solution to the BEDT.
The iteration should be stopped when an energy minimum
is reached. However, this could lead to the algorithm stopping
prematurely due to a local minimum in the energy function,
which is caused by noisy data. This problem can be overcome
by allowing the algorithm to continue even though the value
of the energy function is not decreasing. The stopping criteria
may involve interrupting the algorithm if a lower value for
the energy function is not found within a certain number of
iterations. Simulated annealing [11] and dynamic programming
[12] have also been proposed to reduce the problems caused
by local minima. In practice, BEDTs always work well by
using the steepest decent method for the minimization of their
energy functions, we thus do not employ these methods in
this paper.
III. COMBINED MODEL FOR TONGUE SEGMENTATION
Although powerful and robust, the BEDT, as a global DT, has
certain intrinsic limitations. For example, it is difficult to repre-
sent local details. Locally deformable models such as snakes,
which are capable of performing local control along the track of
the features, can be used to solve this problem. However, active
contour models or snakes usually suffer difficulties in initializa-
tion and global shape representation. To address these problems,
we intuitively combine the two models. First, we use the BEDT
to obtain a rough description of the contour of the tongue body.
After the minimum of the BEDT energy function is reached, the
resultant contour is then re-sampled to obtain the best initializa-
tion for a subsequent snake (in a fully automated manner). To in-
corporate global shape constraints and shape information in the
model, and to remove the unwanted contraction and clustering
forces while retaining the local continuity and smoothness con-
straints, we introduce an original term called the template force,
which replaces the conventional internal forces. Then, the dy-
namic contour model actively modifies its shape, under the in-
fluences of both the template force field and an external force
field derived from some image feature energy distribution, until
it enters a stationary state at the end.
A. Two Kinds of Template Forces
A traditional snake is a curve, ,
which moves through the spatial domain of an image to mini-
mize the energy function, that is
(14)
Fig. 4. Sampling rule for the combined model. A tongue template and its root
circle are drawn in bold and dashed line, respectively (Sampling interval,  , is
a constant angle on the root circle). A ;A (i = 1; 2; . . . ; 2M) denote nodes
on the boundary of the BEDT and corresponding points on the root circle.
where and are the internal and external
energy functions, respectively, that can be formulated as
(15)
where and are weighting parameters that control the
snake’s tension and rigidity, respectively,
denotes a scalar potential function defined
on the image plane , and is a weighting parameter that
controls the magnitude of the potential. It can be seen from
(14) that when is small, the energy is dominated
by the internal term, that is, the weighted sum of the squares of
the first and second derivatives of . This is the origin of the
snake’s inherent contraction force.
To address this problem, we first sample the resultant contour
of the BEDT on the variable, , to obtain a set of nodes,
. It should be noted that is the sample step on
the root circle of the tongue template (drawn with a dashed line
in Fig. 4). Then, let all of the nodes be forced to move radially.
That is, when driven by external and template forces, each node,
, will only change its position bi-directionally along the line,
, instead of moving unconstrainedly in the force fields as the
snake allow [1]. Obviously, such a deformation constraint will
remove the tangential shrinking force caused by the traditional
internal forces.
To provide a definition for the template forces, we present
a concept called “radius” for each node along the contour.
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Similar to the template radius defined in Section II-B, the
radius of a node is given by
(16)
where is the x-coordinate of node, . It can be seen from
(16) that all radiuses of the nodes are initially identical to the
template radius, , and they will take on various values as the
contour modifies its shape. To describe the average dimensions
of the deformable contour, we introduce a variable, , as
follows:
(17)
1) Linear Template Force (LTF): Similar to the rigidity term
in the internal energy function in (15), the linear template energy
can be written as follows:
(18)
We wish to stress here that, in a global sense, a linear template
force will exhibit concave potentials when applied to the energy
minimization of a closed convex contour, thus it is also called
the concave template force. Even with that restriction, a linear
template force is extremely useful in many applications since it
can exercise unbiased local control along the contour, which is a
significant characteristic in the absence of a priori information
about the shape.
The linear template force, , which is illustrated in
Fig. 5(a) as , is therefore formulated as
(19)
where is the weighting parameter and is the unit vector
in the direction of , as shown in Fig. 5(a).
2) Elliptical Template Force (ETF): The elliptical template
energy is calculated by making use of a relationship between the
length of the radiuses of each node and its adjacent neighbors,
as follows:
(20)
The corresponding elliptical template force, , shown in
Fig. 5(b) as , can be written as
(21)
where is the weighting coefficient, is the radius [re-
ferring to (16)] and is the unit vector in the direction of ,
as shown in Fig. 5(b). Note that in (18)–(21), “ ” and “ ” in
the subscripts are both operators modulo- , and the factor
is added to make the template energies independent of
the number of sampled nodes along the contour.
Unlike the linear template force, the elliptical template force
will drive the contour to take on a regular shape where the ex-
ternal force field is weak or zero. Furthermore, the final shape of
Fig. 5. Two kinds of the template force for the BEDC. (a) Linear template
force and (b) Elliptical template force (an initial root circle is in dashed line, an
intermediate figure of the deformed root circle and the corresponding contour
segment in thin and bold line, respectively). Note that, the contour segment of
the BEDC is not drawn in (b) since elliptical template forces directly act on
nodes along the root circle.
the active contour in such a force field can be the BEDT itself
provided there is no image data anywhere. Note that the way
the elliptical template force acts on a node is indirect; in other
words, it modifies the position of a node by changing the length
of the radius of that node. A very important characteristic of
the ETF is that, when it is combined with template constraints,
the locally defined formulation can represent the global shape
and impose local control simultaneously. Therefore, the ellip-
tical template energy could have a special advantage if informa-
tion about the shape is available.
B. Bi-Elliptical Deformable Contours
We introduce a new snake, called the Bi-Elliptical De-
formable Contours (BEDC), by replacing the internal energy
term with the template energy functions defined in the previous
section. Here, the new active contour is defined as a set of
massless nodes and is driven by both template and external
forces that originate from the template and external potential
energies, respectively. Shape constraints and information are
incorporated into the term for the template forces. The discrete
energy function of the BEDC can be written as
(22)
or
(23)
where denotes the number of nodes sampled along the con-
tour and is the external force field defined in (6). The
weighting factors, and , control the tradeoff between
the external and template forces and may have default values for
each application, but they allow modification by the operator. By
emphasizing the external forces, one will make the model follow
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the extracted image features more precisely, whereas placing
emphasis on the template forces will smooth out the path of the
contour.
To eliminate the problem of shrinking in traditional snakes,
we will make some modifications to the term for the external
forces. In fact, vertex displacement along the path of the contour
model does not make any contribution to the deformation of the
model and it is even a defect. Therefore, we will not use the ex-
ternal force itself, but instead decompose it into its local
radial and tangential components, and we only use the local ra-
dial component to drive the vertices of the contour model. If we
denote the local radial component of by , it can be
calculated as a dot product by
(24)
where is the unit vector in the local radial direction of the el-
lipse [for the linear template model in Fig. 5(a)] or the root circle
[for the elliptical template model in Fig. 5(b)]. The local radial
forces, and ( , or ), provide a re-
sulting driving force on a vertex of the contour model that is
purely devoted to deformation of the model without moving the
vertex along the path of the contour.
As a result of the forces that act on a vertex, this vertex will
start to move and change its position until it enters an equilib-
rium position. Such a process will be performed for each node
along the contour in a single iteration. When all nodes come to
a rest position in the force field, the resultant contour gives the
final solution. The actual deformation procedure is implemented
as a so-called numerical time integration process in which the
complete state of the contour model is calculated at a sequence
of discrete positions in time.
C. Tongue Segmentation Algorithm
The overall approach for tongue segmentation is composed of
two main procedures: minimization of the energy functions of
the BEDT and BEDC, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Three main points
should be emphasized here. Firstly, the calculations of both en-
ergy functions are based on a predefined edge map, , that
is derived from a gray-level channel, , of a true color
tongue image, which has the property that it is larger near the
edges of the image. To make the external energy function take
on its smallest values at the boundaries, we define the external
force field as
(25)
Secondly, the external force fields for the BEDT and BEDC
are actually different since they are calculated based on different
levels in a scale space. It is the dissimilar purposes of the BEDT
and BEDC that lead to such a difference. In fact, the BEDT is
applied to roughly locate the boundary starting from an arbitrary
initial position, which might be far away from the true edges, in
an edge map full of noise and fragmentary weakness. Therefore,
for the BEDT, emphasis should be placed on the robustness and
the relatively large capturable range. Accordingly, larger values
of for edge-enhancing operators, such as the Laplacian of
Gaussian operation, are usually used to compute the edge map,
so as to remove the noise and enlarge the capturable range of the
Fig. 6. Flowchart of tongue segmentation procedure using the BEDC.
model. In contrast, the BEDC is used to refine the intermediate
resultant contour, given by the BEDT, within a relatively small
distance near the true boundary. In this case, a smaller value of
is often employed to obtain better local control.
Finally, the sampling intervals in the BEDT and BEDC
can also be different, and they are usually evaluated so that
. The reason for this is similar to that stated above:
the intention of the BEDT process, performed in the parameter
space, is to roughly locate the boundary. Thus, a reasonable
small number of sampling points will be enough; furthermore,
it can significantly reduce the computation time. Whereas the
BEDC process is used to represent local features, consequently
a relatively large number of sampling nodes could be more
helpful.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have developed a prototype implementation of the de-
scribed approach and applied the BEDC to a total of 3 572
samples that were purposely chosen (for diagnosis) from our
database, which contains over 12 000 clinical tongue images.
In this section, we will present some useful results.
In all of the following experiments, we use the red channel of
the original tongue image as the test sample, which is actually a
gray-level image, so as to highlight the tongue domain because
red is usually the dominant color within tongue body images.
To compute the energy functions, we first need to calculate the
edge map. The two possibilities are
and , where the latter is
more robust in the presence of noise and it can enlarge the cap-
turable range of the models. Moreover, Gaussian filters with a
time-varying standard deviation can be used to further improve
the performance with respect to both stability and accuracy [14].
Other more complicated noise-removal techniques, such as me-
dian filtering and morphological filtering, could also be applied
to improve the underlying edge map. For all of the experiments,
we used and .
The first example is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows the
results of applying the BEDC as well as original snakes to a
real tongue image (640 480 pixels, each 24 bits). Because of
the limited capturable range of the traditional snakes, the initial
contours [two connected parabolic segments shown with black
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Fig. 7. Comparison between a Snake and the BEDC. Edge extraction using
a traditional snake with (a)  = 0:2 and (b)  = 0:8. (c) An initial contour
for the BEDT. (d) The resulting template of the BEDT. (e) The final resulting
contour using the BEDC. (f) An edge map, jr(G  I)j, with  = 3.
dashed lines in Fig. 7(a)–(b)] are placed near the real edge of
the tongue body. Here, we make a modification to both snakes;
the parameters are evaluated as [see (15)], which are
the weighting parameters of the internal and external terms, re-
spectively [1], so as to remove the shrinking force. It can be seen
from Fig. 7(a) and (b) that, in both cases the traditional snake
failed to locate the real edges due to their flexibility and sen-
sitivity to noises (pay attention to the upper resulting contour
near teeth in both figures; and the first snake with a smaller beta
value was entrapped into several spurious edges caused by re-
flecting points). The reason for the failure of a traditional snake
is that there are lots of pathological details and glistening points
on the tongue’s surface. These details have turned into noise
points when filtered by the edge-enhancing templates, as shown
in Fig. 7(f). In contrast, the initial contour for the BEDT can
be set far away from the true contour, as illustrated in Fig. 7(c),
since the search approach of the BEDT can provide a large cap-
turable range. Thanks to its global control as the energy min-
imization progresses as it acts like a DT and its robustness to
noise, the BEDT can give a rather good representation to the
boundary of the tongue, as shown in Fig. 7(d), without becoming
entrapped in spurious edges. Finally, Fig. 7(e) shows the re-
sulting contour by using the BEDC that performs a posterior
local refinement based on the resultant model. It is clear that
the BEDC exhibits better performance than traditional snakes
in dealing with noises.
Fig. 8. Comparison between the DT and BEDC. (a) An initial curve on a
captured image of a tongue with a long, deep vertical crack in the midline
reaching to the tip. (b) An initial curve on a captured image of a partial swollen
tongue on the half edge. (c)–(d) The intermediate contours obtained by using
the DT. (e)–(f) The final contours by applying the BEDC.
Fig. 8 illustrates the BEDC’s capability for local control as
compared with the DT method. In this example, the BEDT
is first utilized to model the tongue body. Different from any
local models, such as snakes, deformable templates incorporate
global shape information into their parameter vectors, and thus
they show better stability in the presence of noise. However,
they are usually only able to give a rough description of the
features and they encounter difficulties in exact local search,
as shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d), which means they are far from
meeting the requirements for tongue diagnosis in Chinese
medicine. The reasons can be explained as follows. First,
tongues of different people always present a variety of different
shapes as a result of dissimilar physiological structures (refer-
ring to the examples in this paper). Even a series of captured
sample images of the tongue from the same person can take on
different shapes since the tongue is a movable apparatus. There-
fore, no single predefined DT can model all of the possible
shapes of the tongue bodies. Second, the examination of the
shape of the tongue body is one of the most important aspects
of tongue diagnosis, where the physical contour of the tongue
plays a significant role. Although many medical disorders
generally appear as a variation in the shape of the tongue body,
(such as thin or swollen, long or short, etc.) local distortions
along the contour of the tongue, such as tooth marks and partial
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Fig. 9. Two significant improvements of the BEDC: insensitivity to the initial
location of the contour and having a large capturable range. Convergence of
the BEDC starting from different initial positions: (a) outside the tongue’s
boundary, (b) inside the tongue’s boundary, and (c), (d) overlapping with the
upper and lower edges of the tongue, respectively.
swelling [see Fig. 8(b)], are usually more meaningful hints for
diagnosis.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) presents two typical tongue bodies. One
tongue has a long, deep vertical crack in the midline reaching
to the tip, while the other is partially swollen on the right edge
and is accompanied by light tooth marks. The resulting contours
of these tongues are shown in Fig. 8(e) and (f) using a combined
model that is composed of a BEDT and its derived BEDC. Both
of the results clearly demonstrate the effective local control of
our approach.
We next discuss the sensitivity of the final result to the shape
of the initial contour. In other words, how reproducible is the
result when we start from different initial contours? The fol-
lowing example demonstrates two significant advantages of the
BEDC: insensitivity to the initial position of the contour and a
large capturable range. Fig. 9 shows the different initial contours
(as solid pale lines) that were used in our experiments: 1) far out-
side the tongue’s boundary [Fig. 9(a)]; 2) inside the tongue’s
boundary [Fig. 9(b)]; and 3) overlapping with the upper and
lower edges of the tongue [Fig. 9(c) and (d), respectively]. In all
cases, the traditional snake stops in a very undesirable config-
uration due to its limited capturable range and its poor robust-
ness to noise (although the results are not shown here). In the
model developed by Cohen [2], the potential forces are directly
imposed on a snake, thus it may allow some partial segments
of the contour to become trapped in spurious edges due to its
flexibility. However, the BEDC utilizes a DT to search for the
location of the tongue’s boundary in the external potential force
field so that a much better representation, from a global point of
view, is obtained. It can be seen that the results do not depend
strongly on the location of the initial contour, which is actually
one of the reasons for using a DT model instead of drawing the
contours manually. In a number of well-defined applications, it
seems feasible to generate the initial contour without any user
Fig. 10. Two examples showing the particular effectiveness of the template
force of the BEDC. (a)–(b) Two original clinical images; (c)–(d) Over-filtered
edge maps using a LoG with  = 5 and  = 3, respectively; (e)–(f) The
resulting contours (shown with bold solid line) by using the BEDT starting from
a initial contour (drawn with thin solid line); and (g)–(h) The final resulting
contours by using the BEDC with an elliptical template force.
interaction, thereby making the entire approach automatic and
reproducible.
The last clinical example is presented in Fig. 10, where
our attention now turns to the particular effectiveness of the
template forces of the BEDC. It is found universally that there
are many pathological features on the surface of the tongue,
such as points, spots and thorns or prickles. When filtered
by certain edge-enhancing operators, these features may be
transformed to such strong edges that they can even overwhelm
the information about the tongue’s boundary. This obviously
adds difficulties to the problem of tongue segmentation and
common edge detection methods become helpless in such a
situation. One possible solution is to over-filter the original
images, such as by applying a Laplacian of Gaussian operator
with large , to smooth out the troublesome pathological
features. However, such an approach only solves one problem
while it creates another: the boundary of the tongue body
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exhibits fragmentary weakness in the over-filtered edge map,
as shown in Fig. 10(c)–(d). Nevertheless, the BEDC model
can address this problem thanks to the template forces creating
the potentials that make the model take on a specific shape.
Fig. 10(a)–(b) shows the original images whose over-filtered
edge maps are created by applying a Laplacian of Gaussian
filter with and , respectively [see Fig. 10(c)–(d)].
It can be seen that the resultant boundaries become fragmen-
tary weak, and they are even blank on the upper and lower
edges of the tongue for Fig. 10(c) and on the right edges for
Fig. 10(d). The resulting models of the BEDT are displayed
in Fig. 10(e)–(f) with bold solid lines, which apparently give a
coarse representation of the boundaries of the tongue bodies.
The final results, depicted in Fig. 10(g)–(h), reveal that, by
substituting the elliptical template force for both the tensile
and rigid internal forces, the BEDC would rather take on a
regular shape (elliptical curves in this case) and it provides
a good estimation for the real edges in the regions with zero
potential forces, rather than contracting together as a conven-
tional snake usually does. The reason for such a characteristic
in the BEDC is that the elliptical template force, as a whole,
can exercise global control due to the root circle, although it
has a local formulation.
We have applied the BEDC to a total of 3 572 clinical tongue
images, out of which 3 405 samples (about 95.3% of the total
number) are successfully segmented. Note that, all the experi-
mental samples are gray level images (red color plane of true
color bitmaps), therefore we do not assess the performance of
our algorithm quantitatively. Instead, we use qualitative indices
“success” and “failure”, where “success” indicates a satisfactory
result for the follow-up feature analysis process in the automatic
tongue diagnosis system (see Fig. 1) and “failure” otherwise.
This impressive degree of success of the algorithm stems
from its robustness to noises and sparse data, and the ability
to conduct the local and global controls in a consistent way.
Generally, deformable models experience difficulties in dealing
with noisy data, in other words, the flexibility becomes a draw-
back. Solutions to this problem include the incorporation of
shape constraints, exploiting global information, or the use of
multiscale techniques. These methods, however, usually employ
separate local and global controls, resulting in the incapability
of dealing with sparse data. The main reason for this kind of
weakness is the complete ignorance of the global shape repre-
sentation when the model is conducting the local deformation.
Therefore, the model can seldom make valid assumption of the
missing contour segments via local control. The BEDC, on the
contrary, can overcome this limitation by applying the template
force, which can drive the contour take on regular shapes ac-
cording to current global representation in the absence of edge
datapoints. Finally, the insensitivity of the BEDC to initial posi-
tion makes the initialization step totally unnecessary (we can use
fixed parameters for all samples), which exactly fills the need for
automatic tongue segmentation.
In some cases, however, the BEDC fails to find the correct
tongue contour (about 4.7% of the 3572 samples get wrong re-
sults). Fig. 11 shows a typical example of unsuccessful segmen-
tation. Analysis of the results has shown that the tongue and its
Fig. 11. Typical example illustrating segmentation failure of the BEDC.
(a) Gray-level image showing the red color plane of a tongue image, (b) the
corresponding edge map, and (c) the resultant BEDT (in bold solid line) and
BEDC.
surroundings may occasionally take on similar values on the red
color plane, especially around the tip of the tongue (see Fig. 11).
Therein, the edges become very vague or even totally missing,
which is mainly responsible for the failure. A potential solution
is to develop color-enhancing techniques rendering the tongues
prominent from their surroundings.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a new deformable contour ap-
proach, the BEDC, for automated tongue edge extraction in
the tongue diagnosis system. Based on a combination of the
BEDT and ACM, our proposed approach can exercise both
local and global controls in a consistent way by introducing
a template force, originating from the BEDT, into the energy
function of the BEDC to replace the traditional internal force
terms. Experimental results from 3 572 clinical tongue images
demonstrate that our new approach is able to interpret tongue
images in a fully automatic manner due to the insensitivity
to initial positions and robustness to noises and sparse data.
Moreover, the main idea in the BEDC, namely realizing a
global shape representation only through local control, might
also be useful in other edge detection applications provided a
specific template force could be suitably defined.
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